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The rand traded stronger against the dollar intraday, trading its strongest in close to two years yesterday, benefitting 

from risk-on sentiment as global factors favour high-yielding assets. Improvement in commodity prices, and Eskom’s 

announcement that they have reduced their R484-bn debt by 20% boosted local sentiment as our local unit 

maintained its trend for strength. The rand was firm at R13.8122/$ and closed out the session at R13.8541/$ 

Something to look out for is the price of gold, trading above the $1,900 psychological level as dollar weakness lends 

support, as well as other commodities as they face non-typical price fluctuations, contributing to rand volatility.
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The US dollar index continued to retreat further on the day, tracking around its four and a half month low in the 

session. The likely hood of the US Fed continuing with its current policy trajectory, along with soft consumer 

confidence data, kept the dollar on the back foot. The struggling greenback, along with subdued Treasury yields, saw 

the precious Gold peaking on the day.    

The euro rose on Tuesday, trading at highs last seen in January, as the greenback continued towards its lows for the 

year, amid extended dollar weakness and the Fed’s outlook. The euro rose to a high of $1.2265 . 

The pound sterling had a fairly volatile session, with big sideway moves seen on the day. The pound was tracking firm 

in its early activities yesterday, although intraday trades saw the cable losing momentum and struggling to maintain 

its gains, and ultimately erasing all its earlier gains on the back of disappointing economic data. 
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